LEXHAWK MEDICAL SUMMARIZATION SERVICES
Medical record organisation and summarization services are indispensible services for those who
are associated with personal injury, insurance claim settlements and /or litigations related to
Workmen compensations arising out of injuries/diseases and ailments or all such conditions
claimed to be due to job-related activities.
Medical Records Summarization is just not outline writing and compression exercise.
Professional Medical Summarizers take into account the end use of medical record
summarization as specified by the clients, as it may pertain to be used for Plaintiffs or
Defendants or for use of IME or AMEs or as may be for the purpose of Amicus Jury. In tune
with the end use of the summary of medical record, essential pointers are highlighted as may be
found in the original medical records provided by the clients in the reflective manner for the
purpose of an anticipated pro-deposition or pro-argument manner, by the end user.
Summarization at LexHawk is done by duly trained resources who understand the legal aspects
and significance, end use of summary reports by the clients. This facet helps the client get the
medical summaries in an argument /deposition pro manner. All such medical facts are seen from
records to ensure success of the clients. Our in house medicos and doctors who review and
effectively amend these documents as per client requirement determine quality –
Segregating Clinical Records into:


Medical – Consultations, progress notes, H&P, operative reports, discharge summaries,
P&S reports, etc.



Nursing – I&O, vital signs, medication administration, etc.



Ancillary – Diagnostic studies, pathology reports, therapy reports, etc.



Billing – Insurance EOBs, health insurance claim forms, billing statements.

SERVICES
We provide years of expertise and services to support the legal industry. We have highly trained
medical experts who can summarize and evaluate medical records as well as provide costeffective medical record analysis. Our services are endless.

Medical Chronology
A Medical Chronology is a record of medical events in the order of their occurrence. This
involves reading through hundreds of pages of medical records to identify, locate, review and
interpret relevant information from the medical records. We summarize, highlight legally and
medically noteworthy points that are pivotal instruments at various stages of the case discovery
process.
Salient features of our Medical Chronology


Focused, condensed and precise



Non-biased, fact based and insightful



Easy-to-read and interpret



Can be customized to suit your needs



Missing records are identified and communicated



Additional reports highlighting specific areas of interest. e.g., Pain charts, Lab reports etc.

Demand Letter
The purpose of the Demand Letter is to present facts about the accident with the intent of
persuading the insurance adjuster to provide adequate compensation.
Key elements of our demand letter:


Summary of facts describing the incident



Detailed description of injuries, pain and suffering



Statement of medical treatments and list of medical expenses/medical bills



Discussion and confirmation of accident liability



Lost income statements



Injury settlement demand amount



We help in framing various sections governing the final settlement demand. Each of the
above mentioned elements provides vital support to the Plaintiff’s claim.

Medical Synopsis
Medical Synopsis is a concise and informative overview of the claimant’s medical history.
Attorneys often have a lot of medical records, but lack time and exposure. Attorneys can use the
Medical Synopsis we provide to learn what happened to the patient and what the merit of the
case is. Finally, you will get an idea of how to proceed with the case, without losing any time on
it.


Our Synopsis will contain:



Every relevant visit and corresponding dates



A short narrative of the visit



Highlights of any major events



Can be customized to suit your needs

A Synopsis can also be converted to a Summary, if attorneys feel that the case is worthwhile.
A well-prepared medical record summary service saves time by organising medical records in a
concise chronological manner facilitating easy assimilation.

